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R

eaders will notice an avalanche of security related
news in this edition – this is based on outcomes
2
16
from the 2019 ITWeb Security Summit, which was hosted
in Cape Town and Johannesburg in May.
The event was well supported by industry, with
|
hundreds of delegates attending and all the top vendors
and solution providers exhibiting. It is clear that cyber
security has become pervasive across much of the
enterprise.
One of the keynote speakers, Pukhraj Singh, who
works for the Indian government, spoke about how cyber
information warfare is destroying trust and cohesion
in society. “The world is now moving away from
conventional war, which will be replaced by persistent,
low-intensity cyber warfare in your own territory,”
he said.
Our centrepiece in this edition is the Cloud Adoption
Survey (Page 6) and it is interesting to note that despite
advances in technology to secure the cloud, there remains
a perception among local executives that cloud data is
Cloud Adoption
inherently less secure than data housed on-premises.
Top three barriers
The survey mentions other areas of concern as
cloud provider lock-in, application performance, and
integration with existing systems.
While cloud concerns hover, don’t forget to read insight from experts on agility, the changing role of the
CEO, and ‘death of the data centre’.
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Column

Google just shot Android in the head
Forget the headlines, it's not about Huawei. There is no coming back from
the Huawei, Google, Android saga.

Herman Singh, Founder and CEO of
Future Advisory

T

he merits or demerits of Google's latest
action regarding Android and Huawei
will be debated for years. All of the analysis
has been on one manufacturer and how they
will react, but I would rather look at the
consequences of this action on the future of
Google's own creation, the Android operating
system.
It's firstly instructive to understand how
operating systems emerged and why some
succeeded and others failed. When phones
were only used for making phone calls, the
operating system was invisible and barely
relevant. A utility, in fact, and invisible to most
users.
The advent of Nokia with Symbian and
RIM's development of the BlackBerry device
and service changed that forever. They
allowed for phones to be used for far more
services, like diary and contacts, and the
integration of the browser and TCP/IP allowed
for Internet access.
Operating systems had become strategic
and these two manufacturers owned almost
90% of the market pre-2007.
The next big inflection point in 2007 was
the advent of the Apple phone and its iOS
operating system. For the first time, it was
possible to separate out the services from the
operating system and download and update
them separately.
They also did not have to come from the
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same firm that made the device or the OS,
which led to the explosion in the number
of developers. So the environment became
loosely coupled when the service and the OS
were separated. Hence, apps. And, of course,
we needed a place to find, download and
update them and this was the App Store.
This radical change almost instantaneously
killed the Nokia/BlackBerry duopoly due
to the fact that hundreds of millions of
phones are sold a year and new innovations
are adopted very fast. A new Apple-based
ecosystem was rising to ascendency.
With Apple fast rising, Google was hugely
threatened and rushed to create a viable
competitor. Using the Linux open source
kernel, the Linux community and the
association of handset manufacturers, Google
launched the free Android operating system
that loosened up the coupling even more, as
now an OS was separated from the device.
Android could run on any device and a
second ecosystem was formed to counter
Apple's. Google effectively coalesced support
for the Android ecosystem to compete with
Apple's hegemony about 10 years ago.
It might. now be setting itself up to get a
taste of its own medicine
There was never a reason to build a
competing platform to Android or the Play
Store since the fee to access Android was low
and each device owner could customise it a
bit. Also, the Play Store fees were lower than
Apple's. This led to all devices being the same
with little differentiation as they all had the
same OS, app store and apps. But the cost
to differentiate on OS was extremely high.
Microsoft tried and gave up, illustrating it's
not easy. But not impossible.
The first break was the launch of KAiOS
in India on the Reliance JIO phone. The OS
does not use apps but HTML5 rich browser
services that simulate apps. So, phones are a
tenth of the price. Africa is following fast with
similar service combinations being launched
here, with MTN being first.
The big apps like Facebook and Twitter
immediately adapted to this and launched
compatible "apps" and hundreds of millions

of users migrated to a non-Android service in
two years.
Now, Google halts updates to a single
device manufacturer. And introduces a
licensing model for export of US tech to
foreign players. A licence that can be denied
for political reasons. Licence or no licence,
no player wants to have their strategy
dictated by whoever is in the White House.
But this is no longer about Huawei. It's
about China, which manufactures the bulk
of phones in the world. The dominance
of China in cellphone production is not
well understood. Almost 90% of phones
by volume are made there. The Chinese
government is remarkably farsighted and
strategic in its planning.
This kind of action would be a Red Flag
moment. Pardon the pun, but there is
no way this would not be treated as an
existential threat to the entire industry.
Actions have to be and will be taken.
It's not inconceivable that all Chinese
manufacturers like Techno and ZTE
also move from Google. And that this is
instructed by the Chinese government.
Investments of billions will be made, as was
done for Red Flag Linux, which is the norm
for PCs in China. This uses the same Linux
community on a different branch.
That could be catastrophic for Google and
would leave South Korean, Taiwanese and
Japanese device players as the only users of
Android. There will be a rapid decline in the
economies of scale on Android.
Remember, we are now selling billions of
phones a year. So this change will happen
fast. This would leave only American
consumers on Android, which is not
sustainable. This leaves the servicing and
migration of existing users as the only issue.
But given device replacement cycles, this
too is not insurmountable.
A classic example of extreme strategic
short sightedness and blowing up your
own industry. There is no coming back
from this. Welcome to a world of Chinese
devices, with Chinese OS, Chinese app
stores and global apps. The soon to be new
normal.

Company News

Business
T-Systems SA
achieves level one
B-BBEE rating

Dineo Molefe, MD of T-Systems South Africa

T-Systems South Africa has
been rated a B-BBEE level one
contributor in terms of the
revised Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment
(BBBEE) Act Codes of Good
Practice. Dineo Molefe, MD of
T-Systems South Africa, said:
"It has been our aim to reach
the highest level of rating,
not for the rating in itself,
but because we believe that
transformation is the right
thing to do and invest in."
www.un-outsource.co.za

Lexmark wins prestigious award
Lexmark has won the prestigious 2019 Printer/MFP Line of the
Year award from Keypoint Intelligence, a leading independent
evaluator of document imaging hardware, software and services.
According to Keypoint Intelligence, the award is based on the
strength and breadth of the range of Lexmark's printers and MFPs
tested. All 13 Lexmark products tested for the Winter 2019 season
earned 'Highly Recommended' rating. "It’is an honour to receive
the Keypoint Intelligence 2019 Line of the Year award for our colour
and monochrome printer and MFP lines," says Allen Waugerman,
Lexmark senior vice-president and CTO.
www.lexmark.com

Pure Storage announces Evergreen Storage
Service
Pure Storage announced a series of evolutions to its Evergreen
Storage Service (ES2), providing a unified subscription across
hybrid environments, allowing customers to move their payper-use block storage capacity between environments. The
company launched ES2 for backup data, aimed at modernising
data protection environments, as well as revealing that ES2
subscribers will soon be able to leverage Pure Cloud Block
Store, its industrial-strength block storage solution on AWS.
Finally, it introduced Pure1 VM Analytics, a cloud-based
full stack performance analytics tool to help storage admins
identify performance issues. A free trial of the solution is
available now.
www.purestorage.com

Collaborit sponsors Ndlovu Youth Choir
Collaborit is proud to have become a sponsor of the Ndlovu
Youth Choir, which is part of the Ndlovu Care Group. The
Ndlovu Youth Choir hails from Moutse, a rural community near
Groblersdal. This may be a small community, but it has big
dreams. Since its inception in 2009, the choir has profoundly
affected the lives of the choristers, who continue to learn life
lessons that will help guide them. The Ndlovu Youth Choir set
its social media platforms alight with its isi-Zulu version of Ed
Sheeran's "Shape of You", which has now had over 10 million
online views.
www.collaborit.com

computing

ISACA SA Chapter Board of Directors with Dr Claudelle von Eck

Lance Zikalala, MD at NCODED

ISACA SA 2019 AGM

INDUTEC Africa presents PVP Africa
Conference

ISACA South Africa held its AGM in Johannesburg recently
where its vice-president Kenneth Palliam opened proceedings.
Highlights included the presentation of the annual report by
Arlene-Lynn Volmink; the 2018 financial report and proposed
2019 budget by Francois le Roux; and a presentation by guest
speaker Dr Claudelle von Eck.
www.isaca.org

Lance Zikalala, MD at NCODED, presented a lecture under the
topic: "Using an Advanced Planning & Scheduling software tool as
a replacement to Materials Requirements Planning within a valve
manufacturing company" at INDUTEC Africa’s 11th edition of
Pumps, Valves & Pipes Africa Conference held in June.
www.ncoded.co.za
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computing
Microsoft Azure
data centres offer
opportunities
for women
entrepreneurs

Charlene George, MD of Verve Digital

The launch of two Microsoft
Azure data centres in SA is
an opportunity to empower
women entrepreneurs, says
Verve Digital MD Charlene
George. According to George,
female professionals can now
affordably access the latest
cloud technology, and use
it both as a platform to offer
services and take advantage
of cloud-based services,
like Office 365, to run their
businesses.
www.verve-digital.com

Smart agriculture
ZTE Corporation, an international provider of telecommunications,
enterprise and consumer technology solutions for the mobile
Internet from China, has signed heads of agreement with PLS
Plantation Berhad from Malaysia. The two will now collaborate on
smart agriculture solutions through electronic tagging, IOT, big
data and cloud computing.
www.zte.com

Colin Thornton, MD of Turrito

Ultra-fast computing
A new era of enhanced cloud computing is rendering many devices
obsolete, says Colin Thornton, MD of Turrito. Faster Internet speeds
are propelling a global shift towards enhanced cloud computing and a
diminishing reliance on 'traditional' hardware. The faster connectivity
gets, the less intelligent and complex hardware and devices need to be
he says.
www.turrito.com

channel

computing
Women in tech a priority says Lenovo
Claire Carter, Lenovo's MD for MEA, highlights the business benefits of
having more women in the tech industry and why Lenovo sees this as
a priority. “Diversity in all forms, whether we're talking about gender,
or ethnicity, or age, is always beneficial for companies. Tech isn't just a
small department in your company, it's how we all run our lives, both
personally and professionally. It's exciting to be a part of an industry
that simplifies people's lives and empowers them with tools, especially
when working for a respected and innovative leader in the tech space
like Lenovo.”
www.lenovo.com

F5 distributor of year award 2019

Company News
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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Winning at F5 Networks Forum
Networks Unlimited Africa, a value-added distributor of F5 in
Africa, has been an F5 Networks distributor since July 2014, and
this year saw the second year in a row that the company was
awarded the accolade of 'Distributor of the Year'. Marketing
manager, Siyandiswa Mthanti, also won the 'Marketing Super Hero
of the Year' award.
www.networksunlimited.africa

Company News

Channel

enterprise
Increasing support
cloud migration

Mark Harris, Marketing Director,
NEC XON

NEC XON is the only African
organisations capable of
maximising customer benefits
from F5 Networks solutions.
This follows certifications,
enabling it to improve
opportunities for African
organisations to adopt secure
and optimised multi-cloud
architectures. F5 Networks
solutions provide security
services for public, private and
hybrid cloud.
www.nec.xon.co.za

Alex Naumov

Unify accelerates SA operations, expands into
new markets
Atos brand Unify has appointed Alex Naumov to head the business
across the Middle East, Turkey and Africa region. Naumov will be
responsible for spearheading the acceleration of Unify's business
expansion and joins the Unify team from his most recent role as VP
of sales at telecommunications company Mitel.
www.unify.com

Payments partnership creates next
generation of ATM services

Unified Storage-as-a-Service
Pure Storage, the data solutions leader that helps innovators
build a better world with data, is expanding its Evergreen
Storage Service (ES2) to provide customers with a unified
subscription model across hybrid environments. This allows
organisations to leverage Pure's best-in-class Storage-as-aService model on-premises, hosted and in the cloud, without
the need to manage multiple subscriptions or purchase separate
or overlapping capacity. Additionally, Pure announced ES2
for Backup Data, architected to modernise data protection
environments with a flash-to-flash cloud architecture.
www.purestorage.com

Altron Bytes Managed Solutions, a subsidiary of technology company
Altron, has partnered with payments specialist Renovite Technologies
to revolutionise the ATM channel. The agreement will see the two
businesses help financial institutions bring innovative new services
to market, echoing the level of modernisation seen elsewhere across
global financial services. Altron BMS and Renovite will help financial
organisations, whose ATM infrastructure has been trapped in 20th
century legacy architecture and outdated operating models for over
30 years, transform their offering using an effective, flexible cloudnative ATM technology in the form of the Reno-ATM. Reno-ATM
empowers deployers to deliver the next generation of consumer
service innovation.
www.bytesms.co.za

Changing the face of user authentication
Multi-factor authentication and vetted identity solutions provider
iCrypto is reinventing how organisations ensure the authenticity
of the individuals their customers are doing business with. "In the
complex digital landscape, traditional user names and passwords
do not provide the level of cyber protection required, especially
given the importance of personal data and the evolving regulatory
environment. Compromised passwords are a significant cause
of fraud in business today. So, instead of focusing on this more
traditional approach, iCrypto takes the authentication process
to the next level by providing a solution that integrates with the
business processes of an organisation," says Vasilis Polychronidis,
Chief Executive Officer of iCrypto.
www.icrypto.com

Heidi Weyers, GM for Sales at Redstor

Real-time data availability solution
Redstor offers a secure, real-time data management solution
providing organisations with access to all their data,
irrespective of the device used. "Data management nowadays,
requires a new perspective on the availability of data for
companiesl,” says Heidi Weyers, GM for Sales at Redstor.
www.redstor.com
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Cloud Adoption SURVEY
By Sibahle Malinga

Compliance, security main
barriers to cloud adoption
As companies look to move more applications to the cloud, they express concern
around security, costs and compliance requirements.
(29%) of the survey respondents cited
cost and lack of return on investment as
additional barriers to cloud adoption.

S

ecurity concerns, geographic location
of cloud data centres and compliance
requirements are considered the top three
barriers to cloud adoption by local firms.
This is according to a recent Cloud
Adoption Survey conducted by ITWeb
in partnership with data protection and
recovery firm, Pure Storage.
While many cloud service providers
implement good security standards and
industry certifications, the survey reveals
that local executives still hold a perception
that cloud data is inherently less secure than
data that is housed on-premises.
Other areas of concern were cloud
provider lock-in (43%), performance
concerns (37%) and integration with
existing systems (36%).
According to IDC, cloud adoption
is accelerating faster than previously
anticipated in SA, with 65% of local CIOs
planning to invest in public and private
cloud. The fastest-growing market segment
is forecast to be cloud system infrastructure
services, or infrastructure as a service (IaaS).
While cloud infrastructure offers many
benefits for organisations, including a
reduction in hardware costs, almost a third
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Revenue increase
Gartner forecasts worldwide public
cloud revenue will grow by 18% in
2019 and expects companies that adopt
cloud services to experience significant
improvements in time to market,
process efficiency, and significantly
cutting expenditures. Together, these
benefits should lead to company
growth, says the analyst firm.
“Cloud services are definitely shaking
up the industry,” explains Sid Nag,
research VP at Gartner.
“At Gartner, we know of no vendor or
service provider today whose business
model offerings and revenue growth
are not influenced by the increasing
adoption of cloud-first strategies in
organisations. What we see now is only
the beginning, though. By 2022, Gartner
projects the market size and growth of
the cloud services industry at nearly
three times the growth of overall IT
services.”
The top three most important benefits
of cloud computing, according to the
respondents, are the ability to grow
and shrink IT capacity on demand; the
ability to rapidly launch new products
and services, and convenience for the
development teams.
When it comes to the adoption
phase of different cloud services, most
respondents report they are already in
production stage. Specifically: Softwareas-a-Service – 65%, private/ internal
cloud – 63%; Storage-as–a-Service 57%;
Infrastructure-as-a-Service: – 56%; and
Platform-as-a-Service: – 52%.
Backup and recovery
Moving mission-critical apps to
the cloud can be a complex processes

as organisations to have a need to
address challenges around security, data
management, and performance.
An overwhelming majority (80%) said
they consider the applications they are
using in the cloud to be mission-critical for
their business, while 12% did not consider
them so.
The top three types of business
applications being used (or planned to
use in future) in the cloud are software
development (59%), office productivity
tools (58%), and internal enterprise
applications (58%).
When it comes to their current backup
and recovery solution being able to meet
recovery time objectives, just over half
(53%) of the respondents indicated they
have run tests and found the recovery time
to be acceptable. Only 9% reported they
are not happy.
Cloud managed back-ups enables the
secure, automated disk-to-disk backup
and recovery of critical information stored
on servers or corporate devices. A vast
majority (70%) have considered cloud as
a long-term home for their backup data;
while only 13% are unsure.

About the survey?
The 2019 ITWeb/Pure Storage Cloud
Adoption Survey ran for 14 days on
ITWeb during April and was completed
by 121 respondents.
Almost 50% of those are decision
makers – 18% are C-level executive,
while a further 33% are at midmanagement level.
22% of respondents employ 10 000 or
more employees: 21% employ between
1000 and 4 999, while 21% employ
fewer than 50 people.

Cloud Adoption SURVEY

What do you view as the most
important benefits of cloud computing?
(rate from 1 to 5)

Do you consider any of the applications for which
you are using cloud to be mission-critical for your
business?
Yes

4

Ability to grow and shrink IT capacity on demand

4

Ability to rapidly launch new products and services

4

Cost savings on hardware

3

Pricing flexibility

3

Convenience for the development teams

3

Cost savings on software

3

Outsourcing of non-core competencies

3

Better collaboration across teams

3

No upfront investment

3

Cost savings on IT operations staff

80%

Yes

80%

No

12%

Not sure

8%

For which types of applications do you use cloud or plan to use cloud within the next 12 months?

59%

Development

58%

Office productivity (eg, Google Docs, Zoho)

58%

Internal enterprise application (eg, HCM, CRM, ERP)

57%

Testing/QA/staging

47%

Business intelligence / marketing

45%

Collaboration

38%

Monitoring/application performance management

33%

Security/compliance

32%

E-commerce application

13%

Web 2.0/social networking

9%
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Cloud Adoption SURVEY

What were / are the greatest barriers for adoption of cloud computing in your organisation?
55%

Security concerns

54%

Geographic location of cloud provider data centres

47%

Compliance concerns

43%

Cloud provider lock-in

37%

Performance concerns

36%

Integration with existing systems

29%

Cost and ROI

25%

Reliability concerns

19%

Organisational politics

18%

Lack of management understanding / willingness to innovate

13%

Lack of ability to customise

7%

We did not have any concerns

When you consider your current backup and
recovery solution, are you able to meet
business recovery time objectives?

Have you considered cloud as the long-term home
for your backup data?

Yes
60
53%

70%

50
40

38%

30
20
9%

10
0
Yes, we have
tested it and
recovery time is
acceptable

08

Somewhat,

No. Restore

it would be
disruptive, but
we could live
with it

speeds
are below
business
expectation for
full recovery

| July 2019

Yes

70%

No

17%

Not sure

13%

THE DATA
PLATFORM FOR
THE CLOUD ERA
Gain the speed, agility, and intelligence
you need with a platform that maximizes
the power of your data.
www.purestorage.com

Company News

hardware
Xerox Iridesse wins top European Digital
Press Association Award

Lithomaster boosts revenue with new Xerox
printers

Xerox Iridesse has won a top prize at the 2019 European Digital
Press Association Awards, taking home the EDP Cut Sheet
Printer Award for Innovation in Digital Production. The Iridesse
is the only digital press that can print up to six colours in a
single pass with precision, and the ability to embellish with
decorative metallic, clear and white inks. This provides more
design opportunities for digital printers, while making it easier
for small businesses to embrace special finishes on limited
print runs. EDP honoured the Xerox Iridesse during Europe's
largest specialty print exhibition, FESPA Global Print Expo, on
Wednesday, 15 May, in Munich.
www.bdsol.co.za

Durban-based commercial litho and digital print business Lithomaster
has boosted its revenue and growth with the purchase of two new
Xerox printers: the Xerox Versant and a Xerox D125. This investment
has enabled the business to grow, while reducing operating costs and
increasing output. Lithomaster first became a Xerox customer in 2011,
when owner Ashley Sewpersadh bought two Xerox DC 252s, a Xerox
4112 and two Xerox C70s, from Xerox concessionaire Xerox Digital
Print Specialists (XDPS). XDPS has since been acquired by Xerox
Business Partner, Xerox Document Network (XDN), making XDN the
largest Xerox partner in the KZN region.
www.bdsol.co.za

Need a proofreader? Consider your Xerox
multifunctional printer
It is getting to that time of the year when the last few months of
the school year start to get crazy busy. I thought I would share
with you a service/app that might help some of the educators
out there and anyone who has to create, review or read text.
The Xerox Proofreader Service app is available in the Xerox App
Gallery. The Xerox Proofreader works with your multifunction
printer (MFP) and gives you access to a tool that checks for
plagiarism, as well as checking for spelling, grammar and style.
A report is generated that suggests corrections.
www.bdsol.co.za

Selecting a Web hosting company
While most companies realise the importance of having a
business Web site, few consider the importance of the right
hosting to complement it, says Domains. The "cheapest" or
"best deal" is often the go-to option. The hosting company you
decide to host with will directly affect how well or how poorly
your Web site performs. It is therefore recommended to be
involved in the choice as much as possible, and to weigh up the
options with care. Domains lists several aspects that will help
to make the best decision: stability, speed, security, quality
infrastructure, backups, great service, local and e-mail.
www.domains.co.za

telecoms

First foldable PC in the ThinkPad X1 family
Lenovo's innovation history is laden with firsts that continue
to define and re-imagine smart, personalised computing. At
Accelerate, the company is unveiling a preview and demo of the
world's first foldable PC. Made for highly mobile, tech-savvy
professionals who demand the best tools, the new foldable PC
joins the premium ThinkPad X1 family, promising unprecedented
portability that will in no way compromise productivity and
reliability. This is not a phone, tablet or familiar hybrid; this is a
fully fledged laptop with a foldable screen.
www.lenovo.com

industry solutions
Protecting the skies
Brandon Kennedy, IT manager of the National Airways
Corporation (NAC), is tackling the challenge of managing and
protecting the organisation's infrastructure head-on. Working
with Panda Premier Partner, ChronoLogic, to implement a
holistic solution for NAC, he implemented Panda's advanced
cyber security solution, Adaptive Defense 360 (AD360). This
is to protect NAC from traditional and advanced threats such
as exploits, insider attacks and hacking attacks. NAC has also
added Panda's remote monitoring and management software,
Systems Management, giving it greater control over the
organisation's overall IT infrastructure in addressing it's cyber
security concerns.
www.securitysummit.co.za

5G-focused partnership

Effective data management

ZTE Corporation has signed a strategic co-operation agreement
with Deloitte China. Under the agreement, both companies
will leverage their talent, technologies, market access and
other resources in their respective fields in building up a
comprehensive strategic partnership. "As a leading global
provider of integrated telecommunications solutions, ZTE is
pleased to work with Deloitte China in the 5G era to explore and
integrate various vertical industry advantages," says Xu Ziyang,
president of ZTE Corporation.
www.zte.com

Having recently moved on to a new enterprise resource planning
system, KYOCERA felt that Qlik Sense was the right tool to help
the business gain greater insights from its data. "Throughout the
process, my focus has been considering improvements in KPIs for
all departments, company-wide," says Ian Dury, business process
manager at KYOCERA Document Solutions South Africa. "The
platform effectively allows for management to evaluate how staff are
doing without requesting for reports from employees, it's all there,
on the tool."
www.saqlik.com
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telecoms
Server options for SMEs
OpenScape, widely regarded as a pioneering brand in the emergence
of unified communications, offers customers a choice of five different
server options: three hardware boxes, X3, X5 and X8, and OpenSource
Business S, the software version. The X3 and X5 are available as both
wall- and rack-mountable units.
www.unify.com

First 5G smartphone in China
ZTE Corporation, launched its first 5G smartphone in China, the
ZTE Axon 10 Pro 5G. ZTE also demonstrated how the 5G flagship
smartphone provides an exponentially improved mobile connected
experience along with showcasing the advantages of low latency, high
transmission speeds and fast data exchange. The ZTE Axon 10 Pro 5G
will also be available soon in Finland and Austria.
www.zte.com
ZTE launches its first cyber security laboratory in Nanjing

First cyber security lab in China
ZTE Corporation, has launched its first cyber security
laboratory in Nanjing, China. This shows the company’s
commitment in the fight against cyber security threats. The
company is also looking at deploying cyber security labs across
the globe.
www.zte.com

enterprise

networking
Best Access Solution Award
ZTE Corporation announced that its flagship optical access platform
TITAN has won Best Access Solution Award at Broadband Forum Asia
2019. TITAN is the industry's first optical access platform to leverage a
high-end router architecture, supporting the smooth migration from
GPON to 10G-PON and then to 50G-PON. By virtue of the innovative
Combo PON technology, TITAN can dramatically simplify the upgrade
of broadband technologies. Moreover, it leverages WDM-PON
technology to support 5G front-haul and implement FMC by making
full use of existing enriched fibre resources and sharing them with
4G/5G base stations.
www.zte.com

Financial
Loot box system: is it
gambling?

Showcasing 5G high-precision positioning
network equipment
ZTE Corporation, showcased its carrier-grade 5G highprecision positioning network equipment in partnership with
China Unicom Network Technology Research Institute at
Xiong', a 5G Innovation Development Cooperation Conference.
As long-term strategic partners, ZTE and China Unicom are cooperating in the fields of smart city and smart transportation.
www.zte.com

Sergio Dos Santos

Does South African law recognise the possibility
of gambling for virtual items asks Webber
Wentzel. In recent years, the video game industry
has come under severe criticism for the use of the
so-called "loot box system". The loot box system
(LB system) entices a consumer to purchase a
virtual container in a video game, using either
virtual currency or real-world currency. A
consumer is then rewarded with a randomised
virtual item selected from a predetermined range
that will either enhance the gaming experience
or merely modify the look of the video game. The
more valuable the item, the lower the probability
of being rewarded with that item. Many people,
especially in the European Union, believe the
LB system should be classified as gambling, and
therefore be regulated.
www.webberwentzel.com
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security
Showcasing
solutions at the
ITWeb Security
Summit

J2 Software CEO John McLoughlin

Security expert J2 Software
recently showcased its
world-class, managed
enterprise-grade security
for any sized business at the
ITWeb Security Summit.
Solutions like J2 Home Secure
and J2 SME Secure provide
endpoint protection and
Internet security, and they
offer protection for up to
R100 000 in the event of
online fraud and theft.
www.j2.co.za

Demystifying next-gen security
Networks Unlimited Africa, the diamond sponsor at this year's
ITWeb Security Summit, presented a panel discussion: "Demystifying
'next-generation' security: a systematic approach". It underscored
the imperative for organisations to be able to combat the rising
sophistication of security threats. Anton Jacobsz, CEO of leading
value-added distributor Networks Unlimited Africa, says: “Nextgeneration security technologies have shifted the paradigm of the
industry. The need for organisations to have a systematic security
posture has become a mission-critical objective.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

Sensitive data discovery
At this year’s ITWeb Security Summit, Zenith Systems, shared with
delegates how the Spirion sensitive data tool provides a holistic
view of sensitive data across the enterprise. Murray Benadie, MD
of Zenith Systems, says: "Accurately locating all your sensitive
data across both structured and unstructured data sources creates
a foundation for effective data security. Organisations that wish
to secure their data and be compliant with legislation, such as
PoPI, must be able to trawl their data across the spectrum in
which it may be stored including databases, e-mails, graphics,
spreadsheets, and file shares to name a few.”
www.zenithsystems.co.za

Separate backup strategy for Office 365
Microsoft's launch of Azure datacentres in Johannesburg and
Cape Town heralds a new chapter in South Africa and Africa's ICT
infrastructure management, along with a fresh set of factors to
consider in leveraging cloud, AI and other influential technologies.
Azure will be made available via these centres and the introduction
of this resource opens up questions about how businesses best tap
into these resources and maximise advanced cloud tech. Amid all
the opportunities on offer, some organisations risk overlooking the
importance of a separate backup strategy for Office 365. That would be
a massive mistake, insists data management specialist Redstor.
www.redstor.com
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Unveiling full security portfolio
Westcon-Comstor Sub-Saharan Africa, one of the sponsors
of the ITWeb Security Summit, used the event to provide
customers with insights into different security solutions in
securing their business. The emphasis today is to develop
inherent security solutions that can scale across a business's
assets, whether they are on-premises or in the cloud, as well
as follow the user and the device no matter where they are.
Providing end-to-end solutions and using one vendor that
fits all security threats remains a challenge, which is why the
Westcon-Comstor’s security portfolio extends across the full IT
process, with solutions that ensure security policies follow the
data and the user.
www.westcon.com

The importance of BC and DR
Shaun Searle, Country Manager, African Regions at Redstor,
says organisations need to realise that business continuity (BC)
and disaster recovery (DR) entail entirely different strategies.
Both are vital in keeping a business operational in a globally
competitive marketplace. BC ensures the company can continue
during a disaster by getting things up and running as quickly
as possible. DR forms part of this, as it has the capability of
restoring data and critical applications for the company in the
event its systems are destroyed when disaster strikes.
www.redstor.com

The Science and Methodology Behind Social
Engineering
Perry Carpenter, chief evangelist and strategy officer at
KnowBe4, delivered a keynote at the ITWeb Security Summit,
in Johannesburg, on 29 May. Carpenter spoke on the topic
Levers of Human Deception: The Science and Methodology
Behind Social Engineering and his address included fun and
engaging examples of mental manipulation in everyday life. He
also looked at how to use the very same levers ethically when
educating end-users. “Understanding how human behaviour
works can help us to better adapt our security awareness
programmes to drive action and shape security culture,”
he said.
www.knowbe4.com

Training academy to develop cyber warriors
LAWtrust, an Etion company and a provider of digital security
solutions, has launched the Trust Academy, designed to
provide individuals and organisations with essential cyber
security training and education. The academy, established in
partnership with the Cyber Security Institute of South Africa,
will utilise the latest in education and gamification techniques
to empower individuals in recognising and overcoming the
rising cyber threat. The goal is to create a generation of
cyber savvy individuals that are capable of supporting both
organisation and economy in reducing the cost and impact
of cyber crime. Courses are customised based on specific
organisation requirements and requests.
www.lawtrust.co.za

Company News

security
Cloud-based app’s costing you money?

Endpoint security tools fail

Companies already on the road to digital transformation are already
enjoying some the benefits of the public cloud, like economies of
scale, utility billing and more. “However, what may not be entirely
clear is how the shared security model of the public cloud affects
your security responsibilities," says Simon McCullough, major
channel account manager at F5 in South Africa. "While cloud
providers typically do an excellent job of managing the security
of their physical data centres, infrastructure and rented systems,
they can't do much about the things businesses deploy or put in the
cloud, namely applications, services and data."
www.networksunlimited.africa

Absolute, the leader in endpoint resilience, states according to its
new 2019 Global Endpoint Security Trends Report, that endpoint
security tools and agents fail, reliably and predictably. From there,
every additional security tool only amplifies complexity and
increases the probability of failure and decay, and in turn, exposes
the dangers of equating IT security spend with security and risk
maturity. The study analysed data from six million devices and one
billion change events over the course of a year.
www.privateprotocol.com

Revolutionising Google’s information share
Accellion, provider of a governance platform for sending, receiving
and sharing encrypted information, has announced secure,
compliant and convenient information sharing for enterprises
using Google Drive. With Accellion, enterprise G Suite users send,
receive and share confidential files externally with complete
compliance and authentication. Accellion lets organisations control
all external file exchanges through a single governance platform,
no matter what the data source, to mitigate the risk of a data leak
or access by unauthenticated users. The Accellion plugin for Google
Drive lets security-first organisations send confidential documents
externally via secure folders and secure e-mail; and centralise
external sharing governance.
www.privateprotocol.com

The power of total fraud protection
Cyxtera Technologies, the secure infrastructure company, announced
at the company's second annual user conference that it has enhanced
the power, scale and reach of its total fraud protection platform with
the launch of Risk Orchestrator. This dynamic protection solution,
available immediately, enables multiple Cyxtera anti-fraud products to
share intelligence for better decision-making and more effective fraud
case management. Risk Orchestrator integrates strong authentication,
transaction monitoring, device context and brand monitoring,
minimising the effect of complex transactional fraud schemes.
According to Juniper Research, online fraud losses are expected to
double, reaching US$48 billion annually over the next five years,
fuelled by the continued epidemic of data breaches.
www.privateprotocol.com

Highlighting password security challenge
Yubico, the leading provider of hardware authentication
security keys, announced the results of the company's 2019
State of Password and Authentication Security Behaviors Report,
conducted by the Ponemon Institute. The institute surveyed 1
761 IT and IT security practitioners in the United States, United
Kingdom, Germany and France. Among its findings, the report
stated that 57% of respondents expressed a preference for
logins that protect their identity. It also highlighted that despite
increasing concern regarding privacy and protection online and a
greater understanding of the best security practices, individuals
and businesses are still falling short.
www.privateprotocol.com

IOT devices under constant attack
Cyxtera Technologies, the secure infrastructure company, releases
its findings from an extensive research project: "Detection of threats
to IOT devices using scalable VPN-forwarded honeypots". It showed
that IOT devices are under constant attack; with more than 150
million connection attempts over 15 months. The report reveals the
detection of new attacks on IOT devices, especially those leveraging
zero-day vulnerabilities for specific devices. The research was a joint
effort by Cyxtera threat researcher Martin Ochoa and researchers
from the Singapore University of Technology and Design. In
tandem with the release of this research, Cyxtera announced new
functionality in its flagship Zero Trust solution, AppGate SDP.
www.privateprotocol.com

Find phishing e-mails faster
Value-added distributor Networks Unlimited Africa, local
distributor of Cofense (formerly PhishMe) solutions, has
announced the local availability of Cofense Vision, the
company's newest solution for protecting organisational assets
from phishing attacks. Effective defences against phishing
must include visibility into the threats that bypass technical
controls and are delivered to a user's mailbox. Users of Cofense
Triage can already prioritise and understand these threats, and
now, with the addition of Cofense Vision, security operations
centre and incident response teams can more quickly identify
and quarantine all phishing messages that are live in their
environment. Cofense Vision simplifies the quick identification
of all recipients of a particular phishing attempt.
www.cofense.com

ManageEngine showcased at ITWeb Security
Summit
ITR Technology showcased its ManageEngine IT security
solutions at the 2019 ITWeb Security Summit. To meet ongoing
cyber security requirements, organisations need to deploy a
security information and event management (SIEM) solution.
ManageEngine Log360 is a comprehensive SIEM solution
designed to meet IT security requirements of the PoPI Act with
its predefined audit report template. The solution comes with
real-time threat intelligence, correlation engine, forensic
analysis, incident detection, and management capabilities,
enabline organisations to effortlessly protect personal data and
stay PoPI compliant. Log360 also allows IT administrators to
deploy the SIEM solution on Zoho's secure cloud platform.
www.itrtech.co.za
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SECURITY
55% of UK firms report cyber attacks

Data protection strategies

More than half of UK firms are suffering cyber attacks, and most admit
they are under-prepared for data breaches, according to a report by
global insurer Hiscox. Redstor, a leading provider of next-generation
data management, including cloud backup, disaster recovery,
archiving, search and data migration services, says businesses in
emerging markets like Africa need to be alert to the risks that global
attacks could have on their operations. The progressive data company
points to research which found that cyber attacks are up 15% on
last year to 55%, and almost three-quarters of firms were ranked as
‘novices’ in terms of cyber readiness.
www.redstor.com

Challenges organisations commonly face are becoming more
pressing and complex, yet the resources and time available to solve
them remain static. As a result many are adopting machine learning
capabilities. TITUS, a leading provider of data protection solutions
and a Blackstone portfolio company, has identified five common
reasons data protection strategies fail. This includes: employees
making mistakes, global regulations creating complexity and
confusion, the explosion of data is difficult to identify and manage,
and traditional solutions are often inaccurate.
www.privateprotocol.com

Digitally upgrade risk function
Organisations should focus on developing stronger digital skills
and capacity in their risk function in order to make more informed
decisions about risk in a technology-driven world, according to the
eighth edition of PwC's Risk In Review study. The 2019 study found
that while many organisations have already embraced new technology
as part of their internal audit, risk and compliance functions, they are
yet to fully realise the potential benefits of using the insights to inform
decisions regarding investment in digital transformation. PwC's study
focuses on identifying what categories help top-performing, ‘digitally
fit’ risk functions to stand out.
www.pwc.co.za

Xerox presents security innovations
Xerox has announced security enhancements to its line of Xerox
AltaLink multifunction printers (MFPs), providing IT and security
professionals with an extra layer of protection and a more proactive
approach to network threats. "While other networked print devices
use a fractured, manual approach to cyber security, Xerox employs
an automated response that neutralises threats at their source,"
said Dr Alissa J Abdullah, chief information security officer, Xerox.
"Instantaneous responses are critical when seconds could mean
the difference between effective threat response and a catastrophic
breach." When a threat is detected, McAfee Embedded Control white
listing technology halts the attack.
www.bdsol.co.za

business
How to make a
cashless school

d6 group offers a comprehensive
cashless solution for schools
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After years of working closely
with hundreds of schools across
South Africa and globally, d6
group has set about to gain a
thorough understanding of
what it will truly entail to run
a cashless school and offering
a solution in line with the true
requirements involved. Contact
the Group now to book a demo.
www.d6.co.za

IITPSA endorsed annual ITWeb Security
Summit
The Institute of Information Technology Professionals South Africa
(IITPSA) endorsed the 14th annual ITWeb Security Summit, hosted in
Johannesburg and Cape Town. The Summit discussed among others
emerging cyber security strategies in AI, blockchain, IOT, DevSecOps.
IITPSA CEO Tony Parry said, “We are of the view that ICT professionals
across all disciplines should keep up to date with information security
threats and trends, understanding what the risks are and how to
mitigate them in their daily work.”
www.tradeprojects.co.za

NAC differences
Soliton Systems' in its blogs, discusses the pressures IT managers face
in securing their network in times of 'bring your own device' policies,
IOT devices and flexible employment trends. The company looked
at the challenges these trends present to old styles of IT security,
like relying on virus scanners and firewalls alone, along with how IT
managers can secure their network with network access control (NAC)
by focusing on who can enter in the first place.
www.privateprotocol.com

PAM vs PUM
When it comes to breaches, there are many areas that attackers
focus on to try and gain entry to a company's data. One that is often
overlooked by the security team is privileged accounts. "While
many companies manage their privileged accounts and credentials
in the same way they do the rest of their entry points, they neglect
to differentiate between privileged access management (PAM) and
privileged user management (PUM). These terms are often mistakenly
used interchangeably, and too many data breaches have resulted from
bad actors gaining access to the company's network through privileged
accounts," says Simon Campbell-Young, MD of Credence Security.
www.credencesecurity.com

Digital transformation drives cyber security
evolution
Business leaders have clearly not stayed abreast of a cyber risk
landscape that has changed dramatically over the past decade. For
SMEs, it is critical to understand this evolution and to bring the
organisation in line with current (and future) trends, says Colin
Thornton, MD of Turrito Networks.
www.turrito.com

Company News

Software
DVT, Microsoft
announce Azure
partnership milestone

Jaco van der Merwe, CEO of DVT

Software and services company
DVT has migrated its 10th
client to the Microsoft Azure
cloud platform in South
Africa. MyFuelOrders, an
initiative of commercial fuel
supplier Petrotrade, is hosted
on Microsoft Azure and gives
Petrotrade customers a secure
24/7 online portal for ordering
and paying for fuel without any
human intervention or delay.
www.dvt.co.za

A month in review: Microsoft's Azure cloud
data centres
A little over a month ago, Microsoft launched its much anticipated data
centres in Johannesburg and Cape Town. For corporates that prefer to
store their data in South Africa, and for those that are legally required
to do so, these facilities enabled unprecedented opportunity for
cloud adoption in the local landscape. And First Distribution, Africa's
leading cloud distributor, was eager to share the benefits across its
reseller and end-user network. A month on and, according to Natasha
Bezuidenhout, Microsoft executive at First Distribution, there is uptake
in partners looking to add the Azure offering to their stack and build
out Azure practices.
www.firstdistribution.com

Empowering security teams
Robotic decision automation (RDA) is a new class of pre-built software
automation,with reasoning and decision-making skills needed to
tackle the complexity and high volume of data-facing security teams
today. RDA combines the best of human judgment with the scale and
consistent depth of analysis in software. Murray Benadie, MD of Zenith
Systems, says: "This new class of technology is a vital game-changer
for organisations trying to stay one step ahead of cyber criminals.”
www.zenithsystems.co.za

Joint solution
ZAP and SYSPRO have launched a special solution edition of the
market-leading data management and analytics software, ZAP Data
Hub, tailored specifically for the award-winning ERP software,
SYSPRO. ZAP Data Hub for SYSPRO automates access, integration, and
preparation of data for reporting, and comes with an all-encompassing
stack of pre-built analytics and dashboards for distribution, financial,
and manufacturing staff. “There’s a tremendous synergy between
SYSPRO and ZAP,” reports Deirdré Fryer, Regional Product Manager
at SYSPRO Africa. “SYSPRO strongly believes that its world-class
ERP system is distinctive to others on account of its simplicity, ease of
use and fast ROI. These are traits we saw very quickly that we had in
common with ZAP Data Hub.”
www.syspro.com

Retaining services
An increasingly important question which comes up in the software
industry is how to keep your staff happy and foster a stimulated and
loyal workforce. Retaining good staff members is a very difficult task
when trying to balance profit and culture says Singular. Having the
space and the responsibility to be the master of your own destiny
fosters a productive and healthy existence. Our advice: find a home
where you are respected and trusted, where you can challenge yourself
and grow.
www.singular.co.za

networking
Linking global cloud
services in Africa
From AI-based perimeter protection to
real-time localisation in intralogistics
Digitalisation technologies promise great improvements in an
enormous variety of logistics processes. German manufacturer
Dallmeier is particularly well positioned for the combination of
systems, from video technology to sensor systems, data management
and intelligent use of the elements of AI. The combination of the
leading Dallmeier video technology and the proprietary, modular
process management software with a sensor system offers logistics
companies many advantages. Most significant among these are
systems for real-time localisation of unit goods, permanently solving
the problem of misplaced or lost packages, which, in many mediumsize firms, happens to between 5% and 10% of all items handled daily.
www.dallmeier.com

Andrew Owens, peering and interconnection
specialist, Teraco

Since launching its Teraco's
Africa Cloud Exchange
services in the sub-Saharan
Africa region, the company
has become instrumental in
keeping local traffic within the
borders of Africa, as opposed
to routing it via Europe and
back again. Andrew Owens,
peering and interconnection
specialist, at Teraco, says:
“This investment into Africa
will significantly impact the
burgeoning cloud region.”
www.teraco.co.za
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Death of the data centre:
A premature pronouncement?

Paul Stuttard, Director, Duxbury Networking

T

he imminent demise of the data centre
is being predicted by some eminent
IT industry research groups and analysts
who point to advancements in public cloud
technology and the Internet of things within a
utility computing model as its replacement.
Are they wrong? Last year, respected
IT journalist Andy Patrizio wrote that "...
the demise of the data centre [is] greatly
exaggerated.....[it] is not going away, it's being
reimagined."
It is a position that's supported by
the Forbes Technology Council, a global
community of leading technology executives.
It reports that "the notion that cloud
computing would replace on-premises,
private data centres wholesale is losing
traction".
While the enterprise data centre isn't
following the dodo bird into extinction,
there is a need for change, modernising and
"reimagination".
Jake Ring, a US-based data centre
colocation and managed services specialist,
says "....data centres must become more
cost-effective and efficient to operate [and]
be more flexible to support higher power
configurations, and scale faster".
Undoubtedly, there is a clearly-defined
need for the data centre to accommodate new
technologies such as software containers,
advancements in edge computing, evolving
software-defined storage and softwarecomposable infrastructures.
The agile network is rapidly deployable
and, unlike the capital-intensive purchase
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paradigm of old, features a modern, flexible
consumption model.
The first step in the modernising process
is to accept the fundamental difference
between the "traditional" data centre: the
on-premises, "siloed" data centre, which
is indeed dying, and the modern data
centre which is undergoing a change - a
metamorphosis - into a more acceptable
alternative, the "agile" data centre.
What is an agile data centre? The renowned
data scientist and technology consultant
Dr Eric D Brown DSc defines the agile data
centre as "one that allows organisations to
efficiently and effectively add, remove and
change services at the speed of the business,
not the speed of technology".
In a report, Dr Brown notes that "with
an agile mindset, the concept of the data
centre moves away from being a liability
that continuously consumes resources, to
being an efficient and effective way to deliver
services to internal and external clients".
Dr Brown is not alone in his belief that
"agility" doesn't necessarily mean moving the
data centre to the cloud. Increasingly there
is an acceptance that the agile data centre is
a data centre modernised to adopt cloudlike
methodologies and management structures
with a focus on speed, quality of service,
disaster recovery, predictive data analytics
and manageability at scale.
In essence, the agile data centre replaces
the random, disjointed functions of the
traditional data centre with integrated,
cross-domain automation features. The agile
data centre also eschews the constraints of
rigid network architectures for the agility of
fabric-based networks.
Most significantly, the agile network is
rapidly deployable and, unlike the capitalintensive purchase paradigm of old, features a
modern, flexible consumption model.
The agile data centre, with its emphasis on
embedded fabric-based network automation
at scale, enables plug-n-play fabrics in
minutes (if not seconds) while reducing
complexity and saving time.
In addition, the agile data centre permits
multi-vendor integration and management,
which provides a cost base able to compete
with public cloud technologies and also
leverage investments in existing data centre

infrastructure.
A key advantage of the agile data centre is
more insight for managers who increasingly
demand the granular visibility and real-time
analytics needed to make more effective,
short-notice, data-based business decisions.
One of the most fundamental business
decisions that must be made is how the
data centre will accommodate blockchain
technology which is demonstrating many
noteworthy implications for business
transactions in the immediate future.
Blockchain is the peer-to-peer electronic
cash technology behind Bitcoin and other
crypto-currencies. It is fundamentally
a distributed digital ledger or database.
An entire network must contribute to its
creation and support.
Up to now, a trustworthy third-party
(a bank or a government institution) has
been needed to guarantee the integrity of
monetary transactions between two parties.
Blockchain removes this need, facilitating
business transactions between buyers and
sellers around the globe who no longer
require any assistance from a financial or
government institution.
There is little doubt that blockchain
is set to revolutionise industries such as
finance, health, government, medicine,
manufacturing, logistics and transportation.
Data centre managers will have to adjust
to the changing realities presented by
blockchain's challenges, including demands
for exceptional and unprecedented levels of
power and cooling.
Importantly, and in this light,
organisations will need agile data centres
with the most appropriate infrastructure
in order to remain competitive. This will
also include a secure environment because
the promise of exceptional riches from the
crypto-currency market is giving rise to a
slew of new, multi-faceted cyber threats
with which the new breed of agile data
centres will be forced to contend.
As we've come to realise, blockchain and
other modern workloads - including mobile,
analytics, Internet of things, social media
and machine learning - are beyond the
capabilities and resources of the traditional
data centre. Fortunately, the era of the agile
data centre is fast approaching.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: cyber security

CEOs must become 'chief
trust officers'
Cyber security responsibility must rest on the head of the leader
at the highest level.

P

ity the fate of CEOs of major corporations
that have suffered high-profile cyber
security breaches? Well, maybe not?
C-suite executives are assigned with the
role of managing and growing the business
through the establishment of solid customer
relationships, but never forget the latter are
based not only on good service and quality
products but on trust. Essentially, this means
the CEO must be the chief trust officer of the
company.
If one considers that years of curating a
brand strategy can be obliterated with one
cyber attack, assigning security strategy to
the chief information security officer is no
longer enough. There is too much at stake.
Responsibility must rest on the head of the
leader at the highest level.
CEOs who decide to delegate the task
without personal involvement in the
development of a cyber security strategy do so
at their peril. They would do well to examine
the fates of CEOs at companies with highprofile breaches who are now 'pursuing other
interests' following the evaporation of their
corporations' brand value due to these attacks.
Customers are unforgiving and in our digital
age have many choices; break the trust and
you will lose the business.
CEOs need to verify efforts and fund
protective measures if they are to ensure
cyber security is an integral part of companies'
business models.
Successful cyber security measures
implemented at the highest level is not an
option, it is crucial.
Assigning security strategy to the chief
information security officer is no longer
enough. There is too much at stake.
The cost of cyber attacks is simply too great
to not succeed in mitigating every threat,
every time. Customer trust is obliterated in
moments, and the impact is significant on
brand reputation and costs incurred in the
scramble to win back business.
Moreover, it is important to never
underestimate the importance of
compliance. The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and other government
regulations have the capacity to bankrupt

businesses that do not comply.
It is critical for organisations to incorporate
cyber security into their long-term growth
plans. Securing digital assets can no longer
be delegated solely to the IT department.
Rather, security planning needs to be infused
into new product and service offerings,
security, development plans and new business
initiatives. The CEO and executive team
need to lead the way in setting the standards
and investing in securing their customers'
experience.
2018 research revealed the stakes for cyber
attacks appeared to be higher than ever.
Attention-grabbing data security incidents
continued to make the news and included the
largest distributed denial-of-service attack
ever recorded at 1.7Tbps.
In the European Union, GDPR went
into effect on 25 May 2018, imposing strict
new rules on how personally identifiable
information (PII) is collected, processed
and controlled. Additionally, crypto miners
infiltrated networks looking for a quick score.
So we appear to have entered a 'post-trust'
era where organisations and individuals are
increasingly wary of accepting promises of
security at face value. Every time consumers
interact with a brand, they make a judgement
about whether they trust a company enough
to share their PII.
Successful cyber attacks break the
trust that companies have worked hard
to establish between their brands and
customers. Ramifications are no longer the
sole responsibility of security professionals;
C-suite executives are accountable as well.
Radware's annual Global Application
& Network Security report for 2018/2019
provides insights into the complex challenges
faced by organisations as they fight to protect
their brands.
Key findings included:
* In 2018 alone, the initial costs attributable to
cyber attacks increased by 52% to
$1.1 million.
* Organisations that modelled overall costs
of cyber attacks to their firms estimated the
amount at nearly double versus companies

MJ Strydom, MD, DRS, a Cyber1 company

that did not model costs.
* Two in five companies reported negative
customer experiences and reputation loss
following a successful attack.
* Ninety-three percent of respondents 		
experienced a cyber attack in the past
12 months; only 7% claimed not to have
experienced an attack.
* Cyber attacks were a weekly occurrence for
one-third of organisations.
* The primary impact of cyber attacks was
service disruption, reported by almost half
of respondents. Attacks resulting in a 		
complete or partial service disruption grew
by 15% and hurt productivity.
* Cyber ransom continued to be the leading
motivation of hackers and was the reason
for 51% of the attacks.
Protecting against cyber attacks requires
a significant investment that falls on the
operating expenses side of the balance sheet.
Naturally, organisations are always exploring
ways to conserve funds.
But how much is enough when you factor in
the risk of cyber attacks penetrating defences
and impacting businesses? This is a question
that all CEOs should have at the front and
centre of their management policies.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: agility

Must-know guidelines for
CIOs on Agile journey
Creating agility means consciously re-architecting the whole business
operating system, designing it for speed, steering and opportunity.

Andrea Lodolo, CTO at CA Southern Africa

C

ompanies are moving toward creating
greater agility for their organisations.
Yes, it takes huge effort but is well worth it in
terms of the rewards. In fact, you'll see real
business results even when completing just
the first step, but to get there you need to do a
few things first.
* Identify steps to transform the 		
organisation and increase business agility.
* Clarify what makes each step in the 		
transformation successful.
* Pinpoint the mindset changes needed to
create and sustain the organisational
health that empowers people to regularly
and quickly respond to change.

So, let's get started with two scenarios to
consider as the daily challenges you face
as technology leader in your organisation.
Scenario one: You have established
perspectives and guidelines to create
greater agility in the business, but most
methods don't seem to gel, or don't deliver
the promised benefits. In this scenario,
you are continually asked to deliver
faster and cheaper on an endless list of
business demands that seem chaotic and
contradictory. In the midst of this demandand-supply tug of war, the organisation is
viewed as the number one bottleneck to the
company's success. You like the challenge, yet
it doesn't feel like your best work.
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Does the above sound familiar?
Scenario two: You are a true peer with your
business counterparts. You help colleagues
sense opportunity, respond and innovate. In
fact, you guide your peers to effect change
within the business through your ability to
turn chaos and bottlenecks into an efficient
flow of value. Thanks to your agile approach
in defining and supporting the business, you
positively impact all levels of the company.
If the second scenario resonates with you:
congratulations, you don't need to read on!
But... before you hit the delete button you
should note you are very rare, one of only a
few, a visionary and front-runner.
Firms with high-performing IT are
estimated to be twice as likely to exceed
profitability, market share and productivity
goals.
You've adopted enterprise-scale agile and
continuous delivery, and your operations
teams are now fully connected to your
delivery groups. You have innovation
everywhere: the entire company, from
business owners to front-line client support
and even customers, vendors and suppliers,
are engaged in quarterly steering; a cadence
of planning, budgeting, disseminating
knowledge, and gaining visibility and
alignment.
The business can dynamically adjust to
take advantage of new market opportunities
without creating churn or disrupting
organisational health. You have a true sense
of sustained exploration and innovation. In
short, you have attained business agility; you
have a business that can sense and respond
to change quickly and confidently, and as a
matter of everyday business.
But if the truth of the matter is that you are
stuck in the first scenario with the second one
looking like an impossible dream, read on for
how to achieve agility in your business.

software is at the heart of every business,
driving every industry.
Gone are the days when you could build
an application or product and then go for
years without changing much. To survive
the disruptive outside forces lurking around
pretty much every corner, firms have to
stay on top of their game and a step ahead of
competitors.
Your peers at other companies are likely
facing challenges similar to yours, yet you
see them leading the industry by consistently
sensing market opportunities and delivering
innovative new products. How do they do it?
Creating agility of this order means
consciously re-architecting the whole
business operating system; essentially
transforming it into one that is designed for
speed, steering and opportunity.
This new design delivers results, cutting
costs and time to market in half, while
increasing application quality and customer
satisfaction.
As early as 2007, data clearly demonstrated
that business agility represented significant
advantages. An MIT Sloan CISR study shows
agile firms grow revenue 37% faster and
generate 30% higher profits.
Strong IT performance is a competitive
advantage. Firms with high-performing IT
are estimated to be twice as likely to exceed
profitability, market share and productivity
goals.

Agility as competitive advantage
The pace of change is accelerating. Customer
expectations, competitive shifts and
regulatory changes are disrupting global
markets and the way business is conducted.
In this fast-paced application economy,

So why haven't you seen results like these?
The answer to this is that in order to increase
business agility, businesses need to examine
and improve three layers within internal
processes: business, portfolio and delivery
agility.

Agile methods achieve superior results
when compared with less effective
traditional methods:
* 29% better cost
* 91% better schedule
* 97% better productivity
* 50% better quality
* 400% better satisfaction
* 470% better

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: critical skills

Cyber fraudsters can solve
security skills puzzle
What organisations can learn from cyber criminals to close the security
skills gap and reverse the brain drain.

S

outh Africa's Critical Skills List
acknowledges a challenge faced around
the world: there simply aren't enough highlevel information security skills available to
meet demand.
Our current Critical Skills List, including
designations such as IT security specialist,
anti-virus specialist and network specialist
(security), underlines the key security skills
lacking in South Africa.
But designations don't tell the whole
story: to effectively mitigate risk, South
African organisations need IT security
professionals with a broad range of skills.
To be truly effective, an IT security
professional needs to have a background
in networking, experience across a range
of vendor products, and strong incident
management skills, among others.
Security professionals must understand
how hackers think and how they
penetrate the network; they should
have programming and scripting skills
to integrate and automate solutions; and
they should ideally have some analytical
skills to interpret and understand attack
patterns. At a higher level, these IT security
professionals also need management
experience and the communications skills
to engage at board level.
Cyber criminals share knowledge
willingly, collaborate regularly and are
constantly learning.
Acquiring all of these skills can take
years. Unfortunately for South African
enterprises, a brain drain appears to be
taking place among experienced and highly
qualified professionals, who are moving
abroad for more opportunities and higher
salaries. We are seeing high-level skills
emigrating, and even moving their entire
IT security businesses offshore to countries
like Australia, the UK, United States and
The Netherlands. At the same time, the
talent pipeline is not delivering enough
new skills to fill the gap.
Adding IT security skills to our Critical
Skills List is a stopgap measure at best:
imported consultants come at a high
price and may not be in place long enough

to transfer the necessary skills to local
workforces.
Meanwhile, with a critical shortage
in the cyber security workforce,
security operations teams are frequently
overworked and understaffed, which can
result in their failing to adhere to cyber
security best practices, or making careless
errors. Ultimately, the organisation risks
significant losses as a result.
Where are all the high-end security
skills?
Globally, organisations are grappling
with a similar challenge. According to a
workforce development survey, 59% of
organisations have unfilled cyber security
positions, with Frost & Sullivan forecasting
a shortfall of 1.5 million by 2020. The 2018
(ISC)2 Cyber Security Workforce Study
puts the cyber security workforce gap at
over 2.9 million globally.
Indeed, the only sector that appears to
have ample high-end skills is the cyber
crime sector. Cyber criminals are thriving
and getting better and better. With cyber
crime estimated to be worth $1.5 trillion
last year alone, this is clearly a booming
sector.
And based on what we know of
cyber criminals, this sector differs from
legitimate business on several fronts:
its IT skills share knowledge willingly,
they collaborate regularly and they're
constantly learning. In addition, their
work is challenging and exciting, and
usually very lucrative. All of which
serves to produce a sector that is highly
sophisticated and a force to be reckoned
with.
In contrast, many legitimate
organisations are loath to invest in ongoing
skills development, their IT security
professionals often work in isolation, and
in many cases, their work is tedious and
repetitive.
To address the skills gap and stem the
brain drain, legitimate organisations could
take a few pointers from cyber crime
syndicates.

Doros Hadjizenonos, regional sales director,
Fortinet

Building high-powered IT security teams
IT professionals, and specifically IT
security professionals, are often a special
breed. They enjoy a challenge, and find it
gratifying to master new skills.
Organisations should be investing in
ongoing training and skills development,
enrolling their teams for courses in ethical
hacking, vendor solutions and more, and
they should facilitate the collaboration and
peer interaction their teams need.
Considering the potential costs of not
doing so, organisations should be investing
heavily in ensuring job satisfaction for
their IT security professionals, allowing
them to explore new technologies and
offering them challenging work, additional
responsibilities and clear career progression
plans to keep them excited in their roles.
Despite the fact that times are tough,
organisations should be offering highly
competitive remuneration that makes it
worthwhile for high-end skills to stay
within the organisation and for enthusiastic
newcomers to enter the field.
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business
Small contracts vs
traditional contracts

Seshree Govender

Smart contracts mark the evolution of
the binding contract from a set of terms
and conditions, governed by the common
law, into a set of conditional statements
governed by a programming language and
the tenets of blockchain technology. In
developing a legal understanding of this
evolution and its ever growing implications,
smart contracts can be regarded as
the "mirror image" of the traditionally
understood binding contract, in that they
are very similar, but also very different,
says Seshree Govender, associate at Webber
Wentzel.
www.webberwentzel.com

Too little, too late: The
avoidable governance, risk
and compliance tragedy

Nikki Downing

Organisations need a command and
control hub that provides the analytical
capability to ensure early warning
of emerging risk issues and ongoing
measurement and monitoring across a
connected view of risk. As long as CEOs
and other top-line executives continue to
sideline the implementation of integrated
governance, risk and compliance (GRC)
strategies, supported by the right
technology platform, we will continue to
see this ongoing 'management by crisis'
says RUBiQ.
www.rubi-q.com

FINANCIAL
ZTE posts first-quarter net profit of RMB
0.863bn
ZTE Corporation, an international provider of
telecommunications, enterprise and consumer technology
solutions for the mobile Internet, reported its first-quarter
results of 2019. Meanwhile, the company also shared its
preliminary results for the six months to 30 June 2019. ZTE
estimated the net profit attributable to holders of ordinary
shares of the listed company to be from RMB1.2 billion
to RMB1.8 billion for the six months ended 30 June 2019.
According to the company, its first-quarter operating revenue
was RMB 22.202 billion, and net profit attributable to holders
of ordinary shares of the listed company amounted to RMB
0.863 billion.
www.zte.com

SARS clarifies what
transport services
"rendered by the
employer" means

Wesley Grimm, Associate at
Webber Wentzel

According to Webber Wentzel, the Income
Tax Act, 1962 introduced a mechanism
to allow employers to provide transport
services to their employees – but
uncertainty arose over the precise meaning
of "any transport service rendered by any
employer.” SARS clarifies that in order
for the no value provision to apply, the
transport service must be rendered by the
employer directly, i.e. from a vehicle in its
fleet by a driver on its payroll.
www.webberwentzel.com

NETWORKING
WiFi 6 will change your home network
connectivity forever

Connecting with customers using your
wireless network

The long-anticipated release of the newest WiFi standard 802.11ax,
or WiFi 6, is finally upon us, says Duxbury Networking. This new
standard in wireless connectivity offers a huge performance leap for
applications like video streaming, gaming, smart home automation
and video chatting. WiFi 6 gives you faster wireless experiences, with
up to 40% higher peak data rates for a single device. One of the most
exciting features that characterise WiFi 6 is Orthogonal FrequencyDivision Multiple-Access (OFDMA), which allows multiple signals or
transmissions to be sent at the same time using data packet bundling
and scheduling. This technology increases battery life, network range
and efficiency.
www.duxbury.co.za

There are many great reasons to set up a guest WiFi network
for your business; the value of the available presence analytics
cannot be overstated, says Duxbury Networking. One of the
advantages of guest WiFi is that it provides a unified face
to your customers from the moment they connect to your
network. Most network providers offer a custom landing
page that can be aligned to your brand identity in the form
of images, logos, colours and banner advertising. Some
organisations use this page to direct customers to a promotion
or recent blog post, which immediately engages their interest
in the company.
www.duxbury.co.za
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Ransomware 101:
Understanding cyber
security's biggest
threat

Carey van Vlaanderen, CEO at ESET
South Africa

Better business
outcomes for
customers

Ransomware has no morals and
it doesn't care if you provide a
product, service or information,
says Carey van Vlaanderen,
CEO at ESET South Africa. She
describes ransomware as one of the
biggest threats in today's security
landscape and increasingly highprofile business targets fall victim
on an almost daily basis.
www.eset.com

The IOT, WTF!
If you don't keep up, you're not going to understand the world
around you, says Patricia Stuthridge, MD of LucidView. She says if
your service provider can't provide you with reporting that you can
understand and offer you choices as to what you let into your home or
business network, when and for how long, who is using it, where on
the internet they are spending their time, or are they connecting to
risky sites, then you need to review who you buy your Internet from,
because this technology is available to IT service providers at costs that
are more than affordable.
www.lucidview.net

Cloud accounting a wise move for small
businesses
Small business owners who want to keep abreast of technological
disruptions should make the move to cloud accounting. Not only
will they save money and office space, they will be able to turn
spare moments into productive minutes. EasyBiz Technologies
head of Sales and Services, Bridget du Toit, says cloud accounting
is ideal for small businesses because it allows business owners
to work from anywhere, at any time, as long as they have an
Internet connection. "Cloud accounting can help, allowing them
to run their businesses from the palms of their hands and stay on
top of their finances 24/7," she adds.
www.easybiztech.co.za

One Channel CEO Bernard Ford

Cyber security checklist
Any business connected to the Internet could become the
victim of a cyber attack at some point in its business life cycle
says Heino Gevers, customer success irector, Mimecast. Adding
there’s no silver bullet that can offer complete protection
against cyber attacks. “South African organisations need to
build cyber resilience into their DNA to gain the ability to
recover quickly and with minimal financial and reputational
damage following a successful attack,” he says.
www.securitysummit.co.za

Building a united front on financial crimes
Cyber attacks against financial services firms and other sectors are
increasing in number, size and sophistication. The financial services
sector is a prime target for cyber criminals because of the tremendous
value of information these companies hold. As attacks increase and
regulators take more notice, the pressure for financial institutions to
act is mounting, says Kent Kirkwood, Financial Crime and Compliance
Risk Services Lead for PwC South Africa.
www.pwc.com

Behind the smoke
and mirrors
Though business customers,
may be benefiting from
plummeting prices, increased
speeds, and myriad package
choices, Grant Parker, GM,
SEACOM Business South
Africa, says: “Always be careful
of deals with many too-goodto-be-true promises.
www.seacom.mu

An introduction to One Planet Living
The human population's appetite for relentlessly eating away
at the earth's natural riches and resources is growing out of
control, says Sarah Fernandes, sustainability officer, Green
Office. A report produced by the International Resource Panel,
a component of the United Nations Environment Programme,
indicated that rising consumption has resulted in resource
extraction increasing from 22 billion tons in 1970 to 70 billion
tons in 2010. This means the amount of the planet's natural
resources extracted for human use has tripled in the last 40
years. The report warns that further increases in the use of
natural resources will result in critical shortages of materials and
increased human conflict.
www.greenoffice.co.za

One Channel, Africa's leading
cloud ERP solutions provider
and Acumatica partner, has
launched Acumatica 2019 R1.
With continued focus on its
award-winning platform,
usability and customer
satisfaction for the broad
mid-market, this latest
release improves operational
performance and more
successful business outcomes
for customers.
www.onechannel.cloud

Grant Parker, General Manager,
SEACOM Business South Africa
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IT in government

2019

Coding at Free State schools
JULY 2019
ITWeb Data Centres
Summit 2019
Date: 9 July 2019

AUGUST 2019
ITWeb Artificial
Intelligence Summit 2019
Date: 20 August

SEPTEMBER 2019
ITWeb Customer
Experience Summit 2019
Date: 18 September
By: Simnikiwe Mzekandaba

OCTOBER 2019
ITWeb CX Summit
Date: 8 October

NOVEMBER 2019
ITWeb Privacy and Data
Protection Summit
Date: 5 November

T

he State IT Agency (SITA) has selected
five Free State schools to pilot its
software engineering academy, with the
first opening at the Kopanong Secondary
School at Turflaagte in Bloemfontein.
Dubbed the SITA School of Software
Engineering, the academy will equip
learners with software development,
coding and other ICT skills. Furthermore,
SITA will provide 40 computers per
laboratory, connectivity, a curriculum,
mentors and technical resources.
Government has been mulling
introducing basic coding in the country's
education system. In March, the
Department of Basic Education (DBE)
confirmed it is developing curricula for
coding and robotics for grades R to nine.
According to DBE, the curricula will
provide learners with an understanding
of coding and robotics, and develop their
skills and competencies to prepare them
for the fourth industrial revolution.
Explaining the SITA School of Software
Engineering curriculum, the agency says
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it developed a qualitative curriculum
in conjunction with support from the
Central University of Technology in the
Free State.
Young men and women have been
appointed as mentors, states SITA. "Eight
youth trained and skilled in ICT were
appointed and given employment by SITA
to interpret, roll out and implement the
newly acquired ICT curriculum.
"They were appointed and resumed
duty on 4 March, and they have already
started adding value, having concluded
their induction programmes, and are
currently working on refining some of the
ICT solutions SITA has in the pipeline."
SITA highlights this is a four-year
ICT school programme, and in this
first phase learners from grades eight
to 11 will be able to participate. "At the
end of the four-year curriculum, all
successful participants will be eligible for
the national skills pipeline to positively
contribute to academia, the world of work
and small business development.

IT in government

"We're proud that SITA's new academy
will be part of the mainstreaming of the
ICT curriculum. We envisage further
expansion as we continue to leverage
our ICT capabilities to transform
communities."

replace both the furniture and fixtures,
and prepare the sites to accommodate the
state-of-the-art computer laboratories,
complete with connectivity, upgraded
physical security, and the heat and
ventilation apparatus."

Partnering for change
To select the participating schools in the
pilot of the ICT academy, SITA partnered
with the Free State education department.
SITA reveals the five benefiting schools
were chosen based on their impressive
academic track record, their location in
five different district municipalities, and
for the exceptional work ethic of learners,
educators, governing bodies and parents.

Industry 4.0-ready
The new academy initiative, according
to SITA, supports president Cyril
Ramaphosa's call to equip the current
and future workforce with requisite
infrastructure and skills to respond to the
fourth industrial revolution (4IR).
It supports the DBE's vision to change
the syllabus and curriculum at all public
schools to reflect the elements of the 4IR

The SITA School of Software Engineering is a
relevant and focused national initiative with a set
curriculum and mentors that will be assessed
and accredited.
Besides Kopanong Secondary, the
other schools are: Thabo-Vuyo Secondary
in Rouxville, Lekgarietse Secondary in
Welkom, Rebatla-Thuto Secondary in
Koppies and Mohaladitwe Secondary in
Makwane, QwaQwa.
Each school is a stellar reminder of
what is achieved when community and
stakeholders work together, notes SITA.
"To build on our work of establishing ICT
labs at schools, we ventured into this
new initiative to establish the software
engineering skills development school.
"The SITA School of Software
Engineering is a relevant and focused
national initiative with a set curriculum
and mentors that will be assessed and
accredited. Graduates upon completion of
these programmes will be eligible for SITA
internships, bursaries or entrepreneurial
opportunities.
"The completed sites to host the ICT
academy stand as beautiful reminder
of what we and communities can all
collectively achieve by working together."
Although SITA plans to have five
academies in total in the Free State, only
three are ready. "The other two sites
are under construction, to remove and

and prepare the country for the changes
that will come with the digital revolution.
SITA states: "This is the age of 4IR,
which includes the Internet of things,
artificial intelligence and robotics, and
our country is standing on the brink
of history. This initiative is supporting
this national move in the country to
bring about the kind of content in our
syllabus to ensure our learners are given
a foundation to become leaders in this
sector, employable and bankable as
emerging businesses of the future.
"Given the consultation and
engagements, the education department
in the Free State has embraced the new
ICT curriculum, and new schedules are
being worked on in these SITA-targeted
schools to accommodate the new
material."
Once the Free State has inaugurated
the SITA School of Software Engineering,
the agency has targeted KwaZulu-Natal to
roll out this initiative next, with further
plans to take it national, it concludes.
"In the same way SITA has over 30 ICT
laboratories across all nine provinces in
the country, we will reach the target in
the future."
July 2019
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Top Jobs

ISP Technical Support &
Sales Representative
Kingsley Technologies
Qualification: Matric, N+, A+
Cape Town
R5,000 to R8,000 per month
Ref No: 281789

VMWARE vBlock
Specialist
BCX
5+ years’ relevant enterprise class
Managed Services
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 281828

Technical Customer
Support Representative
PayGate
1-year experience in a customer
service environment
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 281810

Snr Network &
Infrastructure Engineer
TriTec Talent
Hands on experience with Data Centre
Infrastructure environments
Cape Town
R55,000 per month
Ref No: 281808

Architect Lead
Developer .NET
E-Merge IT Recruitment
ASP.NET Core with Razor
Gauteng
R1.5m per annum
Ref No: 281814

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

Company News
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Anton Jacobsz, CEO at Networks
Unlimited Africa

Emphasising cloud
data management
relevance

Managing complexity
in today's wireless
environments

"Companies need to be able
to streamline and automate
their processes in order for
data management systems to
operate at maximum capacity
and meet business goals,” says
Anton Jacobsz, CEO at Networks
Unlimited Africa, “This means
reducing IT management
while still improving workload
delivery. As a result, cloud data
management trends today are
under the spotlight from a business
imperative.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

Axiz uses Cisco Meraki to help its
partners with their wireless needs,
says Adeshni Rohit, business unit
manager for Cisco at Axiz. Meraki
makes next-generation wireless
and wired networks that are
managed over the Web, offering
out-of-the-box management,
security and capacity, but without
the expense and complexity
brought by traditional networking
infrastructure.
www.axiz.com

Adeshni Rohit, business unit manager,
Cisco at Axiz

SaaS implementation
key to business survival

The driving force
Digital transformation will completely transform how an organisation
operates by overhauling old processes. Data is being digitised and
taken out of silos so that never-before-seen insights can be drawn to
help the company run more efficiently, says Kevin Dherman, chief
innovation officer at SYSPRO. A digital transformation journey could
result in a completely different company – and it’s imperative that the
CEO becomes the driving force behind it.
www.syspro.com

Next-generation
networking solutions
on Google Cloud
Platform

Troye technical director Kurt Goodall

With Citrix solutions on Google
Cloud Platform (GCP), companies
can deliver experience-driven
application performance and
delivery in the cloud, says Kurt
Goodall, technical director at Troye.
“By making networking solutions
available on GCP, Citrix provides
clients with more cloud options and
a simple, efficient way to deploy
SaaS and micro-service based apps
that their staff can utilise to be
engaged and productive."
www.troye.co.za

Company News
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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Ryan Barlow, CIO at e4

According to Gartner research, by
2020, all new entrants and 80%
of historical vendors will offer
subscription-based business models.
The challenge, says Ryan Barlow,
CIO at e4, is navigating the change
management challenge for effective
deployment of SaaS (software-asa-service) within organisations. A
lack of trust at the outset needs to be
addressed.
www.e4.co.za

Need for improved Cloud cyber resilience
The launch of Microsoft's first cloud datacentres in Africa, with one
in Cape Town and another in Johannesburg, is cause for celebration
among SA's business sector, says Mikey Molfessis, cyber security
expert at Mimecast SA. “Access to cloud infrastructure will be critical
to power AI and edge computing innovation. And, while only Azure is
supported at present, Microsoft plans to soon launch Office 365 from
these data centres, offering organisations increased productivity.”
Adding that Amazon and Huawei also have plans to establish local data
centres over the next few years.
www.securitysummit.co.za

The hidden claws of PoC
Proof of concept (POC) is a proven methodology for testing new
technologies, but it isn't perfect, and it can be more of a hindrance
than a help, says Sean Laval, executive: Solutions and Innovations at
SqwidNet. The pitfalls of POC often occur when the success criteria
of the project aren't clearly defined from the outset. When the
milestones, key performance indicators and benchmarks by which
the POC are measured are not adequately stipulated or correctly
managed, then this can be a critical fail point for any project. A
successful POC project should have a defined operational lifespan,
Laval adds.
www.sqwidnet.com

Coming soon...

South Africa is a semi-arid country, with unevenly
distributed rainfall. This means that we have to work
very hard to collect, store, and treat water to a level
suitable for human consumption and use. Over the
years, the country has experienced an increase
in extreme weather events such as droughts and
floods. This has caused our already over-extended
water supply to be put under further pressure.
Municipalities and water boards across the country
are working hard to encourage people to reduce their
water consumption, as well as their water wastage.
There are many simple and effective changes you

can make in your home, office, and school to reduce
the amount of water you use and prevent any wasting
of water. In 2016, Water Wise embarked on a project
to test the possibility of using DIY artificial wetlands
to treat greywater for re-use in the garden. Water
Wise is excited to announce the release of the Water
Wise Guide to DIY Artificial Wetlands. These costeffective constructed wetlands have been designed
so that they can be implemented by the homeowner
and are effective at treating greywater so that it can
be re-used in the garden. Keep an eye out for the
release of the manual soon!

@water_wise
www.facebook.com/WaterWiseRSA/
www.instagram.com/waterwiseza/

www.randwater.co.za and click on the Water Wise logo
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON WATER WISE, PLEASE CONTACT US ON: 0860 10 10 60
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